The A-List
DESIGN AT ITS BEST
2017

When a designer is at the top of his or her game, an unmistakable sense of confidence, ease, and spirit is evident in every detail. These talents achieve that level of mastery more often than most, which is why we celebrate them and welcome four new members to their distinguished company.
THE ELLE DECOR A-LIST
The Talents Who Inspire Us Most

ALI BAD \nAMAN & MERKS \nKELLY BEHN \nSIG BERGAMIN \nNATE BERKUS \nJEFFREY BLUHBERG \nALESSANDRA BRANCA \nSHEILA BRIDGES \nBROCKSCHMIDT & COLEMAN \nMARTYN LAWRENCE BULLARD \nCARRIE AND COMPANY \nDARRYL CARTER \nLORENZO CASTILLO \nCHAMPEAU & WILDE \nCOMMUNE \nROBERT COUTURIER \nMARK CUNNINGHAM \nERNST DE LA TORRE \nJEAN-LOUIS DENFOT \nJAMIE DRAKE \nWALDO FERNANDEZ \nTHOM FILICIA \nFISHER WEISMANN \nKEN FULK \nSTEVEN GAMBREL \nS. RUSSELL GROVES \nVICTORIA HAGAN \nSTEVEN HARRIS ARCHITECTS \nHAYNES ROBERTS \nJAMES HUNIFORD \nKATHRYN M. IRELAND \nTHOMAS JAYNE \nSUZANNE KASLER \nCELESTE KEMBLE \nDAVID KLEINBERG \nRICHARD KEITH LANGHAM \nLE ELLE DESIGN \nJASON AND KATIE MAINE \nDAVID MANN \nJEFFREY ALAN MARX \nBETH MARTIN \nBRIT J. MCCARTHY \nJEE MINDEL \nJACKIE MISHAAN \nPAOLO MOSCHINO \nÖR NÄHEM \nTHOMAS O'BRIEN \nLEX-PAPACHRISTIDES \nEMMA JANE PILKINGTON \nJ. RANDALL POWERS \nJULES RED \nSUZANNE RHEINSTEIN \nKATIE RIDDER \nTODD ALEXANDER ROMANO \nDAVID RUMALDES \nACHILLE SALVAGNI \nTOM SCHEERER \nSTEPHENV SILLS \nMICHAEL S. SMITH \nMATTHEW PATRICK SMYTH \nWILLIAM SOFIELD \nROBERT STILIN \nADELINE STUART \nSTUDIO PEREGRINI \nALAN WANGENBERG \nKELLY WEAVERSTON \nTIMOTHY WHEALON \nVICENTE WOLF

GRAND MASTERS
The Architects and Designers Who Define American Style

THOMAS BRITT \nMARIO BUATTA \nELLIE CULLMAN \nDAVID EASTON \nMECA ERTEGUN \nMARIETTE Himes GOMEZ \nWILLIAM HODGINS \n
PETER MARINO \nJUAN MONTUYA \nCHARLOTTE MOSS \nANN PYNE \nJOHN SALADINO \nROSE TARLOW
RUNNY WILLIAMS